Wavelet analysis of cutaneous blood flow in melanocytic skin lesions.
Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) is frequently used to study the microcirculation. Usually LDF time series are analyzed by conventional linear methods, mainly Fourier analysis. The aim of this study was to observe dynamic blood perfusion of the skin in malignant and benign melanocytic skin lesions. Wavelet transformation was performed on each LDF time series in order to calculate a vasomotion field. First, the differences in vasomotion between healthy and pigmented skin were evaluated visually on six different time scales of the vasomotion field. In order to quantify the findings, vasomotion scale variance (VSV) was calculated for each scale plane of the vasomotion field. These VSV were compared using contrast DeltaVSV to determine the difference between healthy skin and a pigmented skin lesion in the same patient. After the measurements, the skin lesions were excised and examined histologically. We found that wavelet analysis of LDF time series is a specific, sensitive method for the in vivo identification of malignant melanoma. It is a non-invasive procedure and takes minimal time to be carried out.